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#LAC is an NFT project on Cardano network. Our team is a big fan of values coming along

with the cardano ecosystem. We appreciate fairness, openness, great community,

transparency and utility.

Why cardano? It’s easy to answer. We believe that the Cardano network is the best place to

be with our NFT project. It’s secure, precisely developed based on scientific research, step

by step growing and bringing engaged people into the ecosystem.



Why the Lost Ape Centauri project?

Universe has always been a pretty interesting place, full of mystery and unknown things.

Therefore we’ve decided to take the Lost Apes tribe on a journey.

Imagine, you’ve got a chance to leave planet Earth and travel 4.2 light years into the whole

new world, where you might survive. In reality Proxima b planet exists. It is surrounded by 3

suns. You’ll pack your belongings, tools and all stuff. It's a one way ticket, as you have

resources to go there but not back. On the new planet, you might face Alien Ape tribes, new

plants, different atmosphere and living conditions. It’s an adventure.

Our LAC team has a long time experience in the crypto world including NFTs.

Peter as co-founder is the author of the first ever published book about Cardano

ecosystem and NFTs. I have been in the crypto world since 2012. Many things happen

during these years and have given me a lot of experience. I also wrote a book about XRP,

commenting on BTC, ETH and others. Cardano is for me the best project in the current

crypto world which provides a perfect place to be and build. Lost Ape Centauri is a passion

for me. I enjoyed when spacebudz and unsigs appeared. I like and support NFTs with utility,

quality and meaningful roadmap. Therefore I am here together with you, our Lost Ape fam.
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https://spacebudz.io/
https://www.unsigs.com/


Co-founder and our main artist Petr Stich has been working for several big brands such as

Marvel, Sony or Paramount network. I’ve already worked on several crypto projects. I have

a lot of fun drawing new traits for Lost Apes and I enjoy it if they have hidden spoilers, hints

and meaning. Super excited to go on the journey.

David is engaging in social network communities and advisory with several years of

experience in the crypto world. I often travel between Czech Republic and the US, I love

traveling and exploring new countries. I help with my knowledge about NFT projects from

different  communities and social networks. Happy to be on board.
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Terilla is the second artist with many years in the art & design industry. I love pets and

drawing. I’ve worked for magazines, book publishers and business companies as an

illustrator. I live in Czech Republic and often visit Africa.

Cardano is for us the network to be here in the next 10,20 even 50 years. LAC project has

already a roadmap up to 2024, where it does not end. Next 3 years are going to be building

the Lost Ape Centauri brand with many interesting features. Being in our LA fam has many

benefits during a journey to Earth #2 and beyond.

Let’s explore them now together.

Phase #1  – preparation of the journey

● base on community voting in Discord, the Lost Ape Centauri collection will have

4,444 unique Lost Ape NFTs including 4+ or more NFTs with 1/1 rarity (Neo Alpha,

Robots, Zombie … )

● collection will be algorithmically generated from 250+ traits which brings great

variability and uniqueness

● many traits will carry on hidden messages, hints or inspiration from world-wide

known fashion brands – explore them and win the prizes
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● each Lost Ape will have unique English name e.g. “Alan Parker” or special name from

movies e.g. “Neo” to bring even more authenticity into the collection

● NFTs  resolution 2800*2800

● collection will be verified on jpg.store, added into Cardano Cube, cnft.tools and

other sites – tradable since beginning after mint

Minting will have 3 parts

General note about minting. There will always be different opinions about fairness and best

setup. Recently we have observed that some NFT projects were facing issues like WL people

mint, flip it immediately on secondary markets for lower than minting price. Why do they

do that? It is hard to understand as they are minting and selling in loss. Another story is

that projects do not offer any other benefit for WL except a few hours earlier mint.

We see that a bit differently. If you got Super WL or WL in our discord, it means that you

have done something for the LAC community like being an active supporter, won giveaway,

invited new people … simply you were engaged with our project and therefore you should

be rewarded and have better minting conditions than during public mint.

Super WL

It is our VIP club for minting. You got in, either inviting 100+ people to our discord, through

challenge or via giveaway. Only 50 spots available. Members in Super WL will be able to

mint earlier than WL and public with guaranteed lowest price per NFT.  There will be 500

Lost Ape NFTs available to mint. 1 or 2 NFTs per Tx.

WL

It is our second VIP club. We’ve started with 300 spots, but as demand increased, we’ve

created 888 spots in total. Members in WL will be able to mint several hours before public

mint with a guaranteed lower price than public mint. You can mint unlimited Lost Ape NFTs.

1 or 2 NFTs per Tx.
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Public

Normal price of Lost Ape NFTs, unlimited time for minting if NFTs are still available. 1,2,3,5

or 10 NFTs per Tx.

Phase #2 – Apes are flying in the space

● all owners of Lost Apes will join raffle to be airdropped with 5 Lost Ape NFTs

● ADA from minting will be delegated into single stake pools, supporting

decentralization of cardano

● community vault creation from staking rewards

● purchasing of NFTs from already established projects such as Chilled Kongs, Dead

Rabbit Resurrection, … to be airdropped to Lost Apes owners during a journey

Phase #3 – Apes are closer and closer

● all owners of Lost Apes will join raffle to be airdropped with 10 Lost Ape NFTs

● airdrop of NFTs from other projects
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Phase #4 – Apes are almost there

● based on the OG role in our Discord you will be eligible to participate in the staking

rewards raffle. 50% of all so far received staking rewards will be shared with

community and Lost Apes owners.This sharing of staking rewards will continue ad

infinitum or currently LAC team does not setup any time limit. There will be a raffle

of 10 addresses from each OG group to share $ADA. Wallets have to be verified in

discord to identify OG roles. Example: if all staking rewards collected up to

distribution date are 10,000 $ADA, 5,000 $ADA (50%) will be shared with the

community and these 5,000 tokens will be divided based on OG role, see below. If

you ask, what is going to happen with the second half of staking rewards? We will

use it to purchase NFTs from well established or promising cardano projects to

airdrop them to you. In fact, all 100% staking rewards are going back to you as our

community.
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● each owner of Lost Ape NFT will be eligible for free airdrop of Lost Ape Hybrid NFT.

Lost Apes will arrive on the new planet, and start to eat the plants including power

flowers. Which will morph the second ape from the current one. Example: you have

on your cardano address 5 Lost Ape NFTs. Once the apes arrive on the new planet

and before they meet Alien Ape Tribe, you will be airdropped with 5 Lost Ape Hybrid

NFTs. Currently we consider the option to distribute these new hybrids randomly,

not directly connected to Lost Apes you own. To bring you more surprising

moments and excitement. It might change based on community voting.

Phase #5 – Arrived on Earth #2

● airdrop of Lost Ape Hybrid NFTs

● Alien Ape Tribe minting with exclusive right to be on WL for all members in our

discord with any role assigned

● development of battle royale P2E strategy game where Lost Apes, Lost Ape Hybrids

and Alien Apes will challenge each other to become the rulers of the new planet and
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resources. There will be options to play against AI and also other owners of LAC

NFTs.

● continuing of $ADA staking rewards share

● airdrops of Blue-chip and normal NFTs from cardano projects based on OG roles in

discord

Phase #6 – Get use to it Apes

● P2E strategy game is developed, LAC token introduction, airdrop and challenges to

earn tokens

● 3D world of Apes is coming …

Finishing Phase #6 is getting us into 2024 and beyond. LAC project is long term one.

Cardano is here to stay for decades and we will be more than happy and satisfied to go

along together with you, our community, on this journey with the successful brand of Lost

Ape Centauri & all other activities around that.

Do you have something else in the pocket for the Lost Apes community?

Yes.

During a flight of Lost Apes to the new planet, we will introduce exclusive Merch for you. It

will be inspired by traits of Lost Apes. Imagine that the super cool cap with FOMO, Big-Ape

or Lost Ape logo, you can own in the real world and wear it.

Upon the whole journey, we will introduce a new brand called “Canga MOW”. Exclusively

available only to the Lost Apes community. What exactly is it? How will it look like? Once the

time is right, all will be revealed :)
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DAO voting

Community is top priority for us. We want to establish a secure and trustfull DAO for Lost

Apes owners to vote on many important things in the project. Once we feel confident to

deliver it, it’ll be done.

IRL & virtual meet-ups

We have a doxxed team. We don’t want to hide who is behind the project. We are part of

the story, journey and community. So all owners of Lost Apes will have exclusive access to

virtual and IRL (in real life) meet-ups around the globe. We might invite some chilled kongs

and dead rabbits as well, right guys?

Special prizes to win

Many traits of Lost Apes are hiding secret messages and stories, are inspired by famous

brands or they do mean something in reality. If you get an idea what that might be and you

own that Lost Ape NFT, let us know in discord via ticket. Verify your wallet and if your hint is

valid, you will receive a prize in $ADA.  Important is to know that if the same trait with

hidden message is shared by e.g. 50 Apes, only the first owner revealing the message wins

the prize. Condition to receive prize is to keep your Lost Ape NFT in your wallet, not being

listed on secondary markets.
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Summary of OG & other roles in LAC discord

Alpha OG

1. Top OG role in discord

2. Highest staking rewards share (50%)

3. Bluechip NFTs airdrops from other cardano projects

4. Exclusive right to be on whitelist for future mints

5. Random airdrops of Lost Ape NFTs

King OG

1. Second top OG role

2. Middle staking rewards share (35%)

3. Standard NFTs airdrops from other cardano projects

4. Exclusive right to be on whitelist for future mints

5. Random airdrops of Lost Ape NFTs

Prince OG

1. Third top and last possible OG role

2. Staking rewards share (15%)

3. Exclusive right to be on whitelist for future mints

LAC Explorer + LAC Member

1. Able to join challenges with prizes

2. Exclusive right to be on whitelist for future mints
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Utility summary

🐵Regular $ADA crypto currency airdrops to Lost Ape owners a.k.a. dividends (staking

rewards share)

🐵 Battle royale game for Lost Ape NFTs owners a.k.a. P2E with $ADA and NFT prizes

🐵 Other NFT projects airdrops to Lost Ape owners

🐵 Free airdrop of Lost Ape Hybrid NFTs

🐵 $LAC token free airdrop

🐵 Free entry pass to IRL and online meetups

🐵 VIP whitelist access to any new mints

🐵 Prizes for found hidden spoilers and messages on Lost Ape NFTs

🐵 Joining growing community and ecosystem backed by Cardano experienced doxxed

team …
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